Angling for
total quality

By Kirsty van Rijk
Photos by Kevin Piper, ‘The Photographers’
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eeping up with the changes, let alone leading them,
is a challenge everyone in the fishing industry faces.
And one of the most obvious changes in today’s
market is the increased knowledge and higher
expectations of the buyer – the average Kiwi now
knows more about product quality and wants the best.
Two New Zealand companies, Pacific Trawling and Ngai Tahu
Seafoods, are working together to meet this challenge. Napier based
Forty South – of Pacific Trawling – manages the two companies’ six
jointly owned fishing vessels while Ngai Tahu processes and markets
the product through their ‘Pacific Catch’ retail outlets.
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A key aspect in providing better quality product has come in the
form of thirty-one metre stern trawler Pacific Explorer, says Forty
South managing director and owner Chris Robinson.
Bryan Hjorring, vessel manager for Forty South, and Chris recently
purchased the vessel from Peru where she had been trawling for
Pacific hake. Built in Bremerhaven, Germany, Pacific Explorer is powered
by a Deutz 628 engine producing 1000 horse power. Chris and Bryan
decided that, with a few adaptations and improvements, she would
be capable of meeting their requirements to catch and land top quality
fish.
“Peru is a very different country; they are second only to China in
tonnage of fish,” Bryan says. “But that haul tends to be quantity over
quality.” Bryan and Chris’ objective was to reverse that so Pacific
Explorer needed some alterations before she would suit their needs.
Having compiled a list, Chris and Bryan decided to bring her

directly to Napier where Forty South has its office and workshops.
This meant Forty South could do much of the work themselves.
Aluminium pond boards were provided by Stark Brothers for
the refit, which included a new fish receival bin, a work deck conveyor
system, new lifeboats (supplied by RFD), updated electronics for
fishing and navigation, and reconditioning of the ice making plant to
produce eight and a half tonnes of ice.
New trawl gear was supplied by Forty South themselves. The two
nets currently in use on Pacific Explorer – 150 Bottom Trawl and an
additional mid-water net – were designed by Chris and built by Forty
South at the Napier net-loft.
However, a key innovation was fitting the Pacific Explorer with a
unique hold refrigeration system provided by Swedish company,
‘Searef ’ The vessel had no refrigeration system so was ideally suited
to this adaptation.

“The whole industry has to work toward landing
consistently higher quality fish … lower catches but
better returns,” – Forty South managing director,
Chris Robertson

With only an idea of his object, Bryan set about finding a system
that would ensure the highest quality of the landed catch. He found
the Searef product through the internet (Searef now use Nalder &
Biddle as their New Zealand agent).
>
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“We did costings and it was comparative with similar products,”
Bryan says, “but it was more environmentally friendly than its
competitors, and lower in long-term maintenance costs. And the
system is very simple.”
“Ours is the first vessel in this part of the world to be fitted with
the Searef product,” says Bryan.
Searef managing director Martin Starzmann and his technician
oversaw the installation.
“All we needed was two guys and a crane,” Bryan says. “The
polymeric coils are flexible and constructed in four metre lengths –

“There’s actually a demand for product from this
specific boat.” – skipper, Wayne Shapcott

easily lowered into the hold without fear of damage.” Bryan estimates
a saving on installation costs of around $4000 compared to fitting
convention hold coils.
“And at this stage it’s certainly efficient,” Bryan adds, “In two
hours from initial start-up the hold was chilled to 1 degree.” The
company has ordered another system to install on another vessel
themselves, with plans for a third.
Currently fishing inshore species out of Napier, Pacific Explorer
will later move north, and fish out of Onehunga for a significant part
of the year.
“We bought Pacific Explorer to get into the domestic market,”
says Chris and adds, with justifiable pride. “We are now the preferred >

Pacific Explorer off loading at Napier.
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supplier to our market. To be able to break into the Auckland market
is, obviously, great recognition.”
Chris adds that the new direction means change at all levels of the
industry. “The whole industry has to work toward landing
consistently higher quality fish. There’s a big attitude change has to
occur in the crew. Practices of the past have to change – lower catches
but better returns. We need to keep catch rates down, use short shots,
and prevent squashing and bruising of the fish.”
One of Forty South’s skippers, Wayne Shapcott, comments: “It’s
more labour intensive; we’re only doing four to five day trips, so that
the shelf-life of the product is extended when it hits the market.
There’s actually a demand for product from this specific boat.”
All of which means Pacific Explorer is more than exploring the
market – it is leading it.

Skipper Steve Hewlett.
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Searef refrigeration material prior to installation.
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